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BLUE/GREENS
Saturated, soft blues and greens are proof 
that the kitchen can inspire mindfulness just 
as much as any other room in the home. 
When used with an aged, patina finish in 
a low or matte sheen, complemented by 
a calming neutral wall color, this cabinet 
palette is the perfect way to create a sense 
of serenity in this common gathering space.

SW6211 Rainwashed SW6213 Halcyon Green SW6221 Moody Blue SW6242 Bracing Blue SW6534 Icy 

SW6212 Quietude SW6215 Rocky River SW6220 Interesting Aqua SW6241 Aleutian SW6245 Quicksilver

TRADITIONAL
Warm meets timeless in this color palette 
that invokes feelings of simple elegance 
steeped in tradition. Popular in particular 
with the Baby Boomer generation and those 
with classic design taste, when it comes to 
the traditional style, the beauty is in the 
ornate architectural details.

SW7069 Iron Ore SW7734 Olive Grove SW6335 Fired Brick SW0032 Needlepoint Navy SW7690 Townhall Tan

SW2846 Roycroft Bronze Green SW2851 Sage Green Light SW7605 Gale Force SW9138 Stardew SW0030 Colonial Yellow 



MODERN
The modern palette exemplifies the “New 
Neutral” – a swing from the ever-popular 
cool gray to the trending warmer “greige”, 
with hints of taupe. These grays blend well 
with their surroundings, and, when used on 
frameless cabinets with simple hardware, 
complement the industrial details of a modern 
space and create a sophisticated, streamlined 
look.

SW7071 Gray Screen SW7015 Repose Gray SW7052 Gray Area SW7024 Functional Gray SW7019 Gauntlet Gray

SW0055 Light French Gray SW7050 Useful Gray SW7044 Amazing Gray SW7018 Dovetail SW6005 Folkstone 

TRANSITIONAL
This color palette strikes the perfect balance 
between the warm classics of traditional and 
the crisp hues of contemporary. Transitional 
kitchens break the defined style mold, 
and these cooler, muted neutrals offer 
just a pop of bold color that, when paired 
with unexpected finishes, countertop and 
backsplash materials, create a uniquely 
cohesive look.

SW6990 Caviar SW7728 Green Sprout SW0048 Bunglehouse Blue SW7025 Backdrop SW7532 Urban Putty

SW7674 Peppercorn SW7600 Bolero SW9134 Delft SW6171 Chatroom SW0046 White Hyacinth 



TIMELESS
Tried and true, shades of white and soft 
gray remain as popular as ever for cabinets 
and bring a sense of balance and simplicity 
to the kitchen. Cabinets in these classic 
hues are versatile – they can be the focal 
point of the room or the perfect blank 
slate, allowing other elements in the room, 
like the walls, countertops and islands to 
take center stage. 

SW7757 High Reflective White SW7006 Extra White SW7008 Alabaster SW9180 Aged White SW6196 Frosty White

SW7005 Pure White SW7102 White Flour SW6385 Dover White SW7556 Crème SW6253 Olympus White 

CONTEMPORARY
This fresh look is loved by Millennials and 
design-forward homeowners, alike. Rooted 
in clean lines and geometric patterns, the 
contemporary style is brought to life with 
this cool, crisp color palette that—when 
used on full overlay cabinets—creates a 
look that is not only sleek and stylish, but 
functional and livable, too.  

SW6415 Hearts of Palm SW7004 Snowbound SW6219 Rain SW9168 Elephant Ear SW6496 Oceanside 

SW6608 Rave Red SW9178 In the Navy SW7057 Silver Strand SW7020 Black Fox SW6896 Solé



No longer seen as just a functional space, the kitchen has undergone a transformation and has become a 
true cornerstone for the home’s design.  Especially with Millennial homebuyers, who value self-expression, 
customization and maximizing the appeal of the rooms they spend the most time in—open formats, mixed 
materials like metal, glass and concrete, and smooth, matte finishes are gaining prevalence. The ornate carvings, 
corbels and thick moldings of yesterday are giving way to the rise of the clean, European-inspired look.

PAINT VS. STAIN
While stained cabinets are still prevalent, painted finishes have overtaken them and are 
continuing to grow rapidly in popularity. Whites and grays continue to be the most sought-after 
colors for kitchen cabinets, but darker, bolder hues, like soft black and navy—particularly in 
matte or low gloss levels—are on the rise.

THE ISLAND
The kitchen island is no longer just an extension of counter space—it’s being transformed into 
the house charging station, space for hidden small appliances and the perfect gathering spot for 
entertaining. The island is oftentimes the focal point of the kitchen, making it the perfect place to 
incorporate a pop of bold color. 

TWO-TONE
Two-tone, or tuxedo cabinets, have grown in popularity over the last few years, and this trend  
doesn’t appear to be slowing down soon. This look, which includes light cabinets paired with 
contrasting, darker cabinets, is a great way to break up monotony and add visual interest. 

CABINET STYLES
Shaker continues to be a leading cabinet style, with contemporary and transitional styles splitting 
the rest of the market. When it comes to hardware, straight, clean lines fit right in the with the 
streamlined kitchen styles of today. Polished or brushed steel finishes remain popular and copper 
and gold finishes, as well as hardware-free cabinets, are also on the rise.

HIDDEN APPLIANCES
Hidden appliances are becoming increasingly popular due in part to the trending “minimalist” 
look and the fact that kitchen space frequently comes at a premium. Toe kick drawers, floor to 
ceiling cabinets to lodge concealed refrigerators, icemakers, and pantries, and appliance garages 
are being used frequently to clear counter space. 

From Boomer to Millennial, traditional to modern, the color palettes in this 
card were hand-selected by the Sherwin-Williams Color & Design experts.



For a Better Finish, Ask Sherwin-Williams.

Sherwin-Williams has you covered when it comes to staying on top of the latest color 
and design trends.

COLOR
Vibrant or muted, bold or calm, color makes all the difference in  
the world of wood finishing – more so than ever as painted wood 
products gain significant market share. Our color experts know  
what’s trending hot and cold in both pigmented and stained finishes.

DESIGN
What sold yesterday may not be what sells next week – or next year. 
Our experts keep company with and follow international design 
experts to keep a finger on the pulse of what is popular now, and what 
is coming in the future. They provide guidance on product design to 
help sell your product lines and plan for future enhancements.

SERVICE
Because exceptional results take more than a great color or design, our 
comprehensive team of experts is available on site at your location, in 
one of more than 70 facilities across North America, or at our color 
center in Greensboro, North Carolina, to help you maximize the quality 
of your finish. As a global company, we also coordinate from the GCDC 
to tier finishers and contract manufacturers in Asia.

CUSTOMIZATION
Whether you’re a finisher of furniture, cabinets, floors or architectural 
millwork, you can benefit from our design and color expertise.  
We take the time to learn more about you so we can provide a 
personalized plan to meet your specific aesthetic, performance  
and process requirements.

Since 1866, Sherwin-Williams has provided manufacturers and finishers with the coatings they need to make their products look better and last longer, while
helping their operations meet productivity and sustainability goals. For the industrial wood market, our innovative solutions go beyond coatings to include
knowledge, tools, equipment, supplies, and industry-leading support. For a better finish, ask Sherwin-Williams.

Call 1-877-705-2681 or visit us at oem.sherwin-williams.com © 2018 The Sherwin-Williams Company  
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